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ABSTRACT

The Synchronous Hysteresis Motor has an inherent instability when it is used to drive a

gyroscope wheel. The motor ideally should spin at a constant angular velocity, but it

instead sporadically oscillates about synchronous speed. This phenomenon is known as

'hunting'. This problem produces current ripples at the motor's electrical terminals and

induces noise on the sensors that monitor gyro activity. This thesis examines the cause of

hunting by deriving the motor's torque characteristics from first principles. It also

derives a scheme for suppressing hunting by monitoring the motor's current as an

indicator of drag angle and using it to modulate the motor's drive frequency. Explanation

of the circuit that successfully implements this scheme is included and lab results are

shown to verify the working theory.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to the Problem

The synchronous hysteresis motor is used in applications where constant motor

speed is required. It can be found in precision applications such as an inertial navigation

system where it is used to spin gyro wheels at constant speed. This application demands

a constant wheel angular momentum for sensors to determine their frame of reference. If

the wheel speed deviates from the design specifications, gyro accuracy may suffer such

that the navigation system might either compensate for the variation by implementing

complex electronics, or suffer an inaccurate reference.

In practice, the speed of the motor fluctuates slightly above and below the desired

synchronous frequency while it operates. This fluctuation occurs sinusoidally at a speed

that is orders of magnitudes slower than the synchronous speed. This frequency variation

about the desired synchronous speed is known as "hunting."

A hunting motor may cause errors which could hinder system performance. The

purpose of this thesis is to analytically examine, model, and understand the source of

hunting. The goal is to provide a conceptual basis for preventing hunting by

implementing a drive circuit that actively monitors motor activity and compensates for

the hunting.
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1.1 Related Works

Literature on the hysteresis synchronous motor is sparse. Many books on motors

would dedicate only one or two pages describing its basic operating principles, often with

no discussion of hunting. The motor is usually described as resembling an induction

motor except its rotor is surrounded by a ring of magnitizable material referred to as the

hysteresis ring. It is also described to have a dual personality, behaving like an induction

motor at startup while becoming a permanent magnet motor at synchronous speed.

Unlike the induction motor which accelerates by eddy currents induced in its rotor, the

acceleration torque of the hysteresis motor is due to losses in the hysteresis ring as slip

speed between it and the rotating stator excitation field forces the rotor to turn. Once the

rotor attains the same speed as the stator field, the hysteresis ring retains a magnetic

imprint that in essence behaves like a permanent magnet.

Books, such as Paul H. Savet's Gyroscopes: Theory and DesignI [5], might talk

about the material makeup of the hysteresis ring and suggest the optimum metal, but

hunting is not mentioned. One book that addresses the hunting phenomenon, although

not directly regarding the hysteresis motor, is Woodson and Melcher's

Electromechanical Dynamics Part 1: Discrete Systems [8]. Their book is the basis for

this thesis's analytical equations as well as the modeling methodology. Woodson and

Melcher elaborated on motor construction and operating principles from fundamentals, so

their ideas can be applied to just about any type of motor.

A Yale University PHD dissertation by Benjamin Teare titled Theory of

Hysteresis Motor Torque [6] published in 1937 provides a thorough analytical account of

how the synchronous hysteresis motor's mechanical attributes, such as stator winding
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configuration and rotor material, affect its performance. Teare derived analytical

expressions for hysteresis starting torque that the motor exhibits under acceleration. He

provided data of how well various hysteresis ring material performs, but he did not

discuss hunting.

Experimental literature on motor performance was published by the

Instrumentation Laboratory at MIT (now the Draper Laboratory) during the late 1950's.

One such report by William Denhard and David Whipple titled Nondimensional

Performance Characteristics of a Family of Gyro-Wheel-Drive Hysteresis Motors [1],

details the effects of friction and rotor wind resistance on the efficiency of the motor. It

also discusses how the efficiency of the motor is affected by changing the drive voltage

under starting or synchronous operation. Denhard and Whipple published other lab notes

on motor performance which are available in MIT's archives, but none of the archived

material relates to hunting.

A patent by Michael Luniewicz, Dale Woodbury, and Paul Tuck titled Hunting

Suppressor for Polyphase Electric Motors [3] suggests modeling the hunting motor as a

mass-spring system. The patent examines hunting as a complex behavior that requires

high order control loops to suppress. Schemes that sense motor current amplitude and

use a controller to adjust motor current require custom tuning of the specific motor. But

according to the patent, such schemes provide only "partial suppression of hunting". A

phase lock loop technique is suggested as a superior approach. The phase of the current

going into the motor is compared to the phase of a reference clock to extract a phase error

signal that is used to modulate the motor drive. The patent says that this scheme provides

''a significant degree of hunting suppression" for "all types of electric motors.'" The
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patent advertises that phase lock loop control of hunting is inexpensive and simple, but it

does not analytically prove how this scheme actually affects the dynamics of the motor.

The patent explains the practical components of the phase lock loop, but does not provide

a mathematical description of hunting.

1.2 Thesis Goals and Approach

This thesis examines the hunting behavior of a synchronous hysteresis motor that

is used to drive the gyro wheel in a precision two degree of freedom inertial gyro. The

goal is to examine in detail the origins of motor hunting and develop a method of

suppressing it.

Prior work on the motor includes characterizing its back emf constant, torque

constant, friction coefficients, and using them to develop a motor model in Simulink.

This work is included as Appendix A. Lab measurements and simulation results have

shown good correspondence. The hunting transient of the motor reveals that the motor

has an inherently positive damping coefficient that naturally suppresses hunting, but this

damping is very light and the Q of the hunting transient is near 60. This thesis models

hunting as a second order complex pole pair with natural frequency corresponding to the

hunting frequency and damping corresponding to the reciprocal of the observed Q.

A "quick and dirty" attempt was made to suppress the hunting. A lead

compensation scheme was developed according to the simple pole-zero model and a

control loop was implemented. It sensed hunting by looking at motor current and used it

to modulate motor voltage amplitude to counteract hunting. This approach proved

unsuccessful. The control loop only reduced the evidence of hunting in the observed
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wheel current because the motor drive was acting as a current source. It did not prevent

hunting itself.

This failed attempt suggests that while the simple complex pole pair model may

be correct, accurate observation of hunting through the motor terminals may be difficult.

An analytic model was needed to explain how and why hunting occurs and how it can be

observed at the electrical interface. A mathematical description of hunting would reveal

the precise location of the poles and zeros that make up the rotor's hunting behavior so

that a more accommodating compensation loop can be developed.

This thesis was able to derive the analytical model that lead to the development of

a successful damping scheme. Current amplitude is observed as the hunting, but instead

of changing drive voltage, this scheme modulates drive frequency.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis starts with a description of the motor operation. It then delves into the

motor's physical topology and derives the motor's flux linkage expressions to arrive at an

analytical torque expression. Empirical results from prior work are then applied to these

derived expressions to arrive at a transfer function used to develop the hunting

suppression scheme. The suppression circuit is then discussed and successful lab results

are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

Motor Topology and Basic Operation

The motor under study has a four-pole two-phase stator, and a rotor that behaves

as a four-pole permanent magnet during synchronous operation, as shown in Figure 1.

For analysis purposes, the permanent magnet rotor can be modeled as a single phase

electromagnet winding conFigured in Figure 2. The stator is wound the same way except

it has an additional winding that is positioned 45 degrees from the single phase in Figure

2. Each winding is made of a single wire wound into the four slots around the motor in

the direction indicated by arrows in Figure 2 and by dots and crosses in Figure 1. Each of

the four slots is considered to have N number of turns through them.

One can look at the currents running down the length of the slots as the source of

magnetic field the way currents running along a power transmission line produce a
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Winding NI i1

l. Xr X2

Winding N, Winding N 2

Figure 1: Top view of a four-pole, two-phase motor. The permanent magnet rotor can be modeled as an
electromagnet made from a single wire wound as shown in Figure 2. The winding and current direction is
indicated by dots and crosses rather than arrows as seen in Figure 2. The resulting H field produced has
directions north (N) and south (S) as indicated.

The stator windings are also wound from a single wire with currents indicated by dots and
crosses. Stator winding Ni's dots and crosses are shaded grey to distinguish them from N2 's white dots
and crosses. The drag angle between the rotor and stator is indicated by 0.
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Figure 2. 3D model demonstrating rotor winding. A single wire is wound in the direction indicated by
arrows. This configuration allows each slot to have the same number of windings and carry the same
current. The extra half turns about each loop is negligible in a practical motor as the number of turns is
large.

The stator winding is configured the same way with the addition of another set of windings
occupying the empty slots in the figure.

magnetic field around itself. The motor model in Figure 2 is cleverly wound so that all

the slots have exactly three wires carrying identical current. It is assumed that the actual

motor under study has many more slots for additional windings to be distributed

sinusoidally around the motor, but Figure 1 provides a simplified model that it is easier to

conceptualize.

The motor spins because the rotor magnetic poles try to align themselves with the

rotating stator magnetic poles. The stator windings N and N2 are driven by quadrature

14
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sinusoidal currents at electrical frequency co. They produce a four-pole magnetic field

that resembles the flux pattern on the rotor, as indicated in Figure 1 by north (N) and

south (S) poles. The stator field physically rotates at half the electrical drive frequency

because of the four-pole configuration. The stator field pulls the rotor around at this

rotating rate and in the absence of friction or drag of any kind, the rotor and stator fields

would align exactly. This situation produces no torque, which can be seen by visualizing

the static (non-rotation) case. To produce the torque necessary to drive the friction and

drag load, the rotor must lag behind the stator field by a drag angle 0. This concept is

paramount when considering the best method of controlling the motor and it will be

reemphasized later.

To illustrate, let's take a snapshot in time of the motor running synchronously.

Suppose that in Figure 1, the current through N (sine) is zero while N2 (cosine) is

positive, so that the net stator magnetic field is produced solely by N2. The rotor and N2 's

poles will try to align themselves. Their willingness to align depends on their pole

intensity. This interaction will torque the rotor clockwise until 0 decreases to zero. At the

equilibrium point where 0 = 0, torque is no longer produced and the rotor stops

accelerating. In the real world, this equilibrium cannot be achieved because bearing

friction and wind resistance pull back on the rotor. There must be a finite drag angle, 0,

such that the motor produces a constant torque to keep the rotor spinning. Consequently,

0 is inversely proportional to the magnetic pole intensity, which is directly proportional

to flux linkage, a product of the current through the windings. Thus, the torque:

Torque = T(A,) (1)
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that the motor produces depends directly on the magnetic flux linkages X as well as the

drag angle 0.

Intuitively, an increase in current would result in an increase in flux linkage,

which intensifies the magnetic field to produce more torque. Flux linkage:

A = Li (2)

is proportional to current by the winding inductance, which depends on motor dimensions

and winding configuration. As a result, the amount of torque the motor produces also

depends on the amplitude of the drive currents. Since the winding inductance and

resistance converts the motor's terminal voltages into current, it is possible to control

motor torque by applying a controllable voltage source.

2.1 Energy, the Link from Flux to Torque

While the motor is operating, the rotor supports a mechanical load torque that

tries to slow it down. However, the flux linkage interaction between the stator and rotor

provides energy to coerce the rotor to continue running at the stator excitation rate. The

load torque is removing mechanical energy from the motor while the stator coils are

injecting an equal amount of electrical energy to compensate.

The motor has two sources of energy storage: electrical and mechanical. The

electrical energy driving the motor is either stored in the magnetic field or dissipated as

heat through the coil resistance. The mechanical energy is either stored in the spinning

momentum of its rotating components, which include any rotating mass that is attached to

the motor shaft, or is dissipated through viscous drag. For analysis purposes, we will

ignore energy dissipation and consider only the stored electrical and mechanical energies.
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While operating, energy can be added to the motor either by supplying additional

electrical drive, or by disturbing the rotor with additional mechanical torque. Normally,

input electrical energy is expended to create the torque needed to overcome the load so

that mechanical energy leaves the motor as Torque *Rate.

The time rate of change in energy, A W/zAt, is power. Mechanical power is defined

as force times velocity, so the motor's mechanical power will be torque times the angle

rate:

dO
Pm = T (3)

dt

Electric power equals current times voltage, and since voltage is the time rate of change

of flux, electric power is:

Pe = i - (4)
dt

The total power stored in the motor is the difference between electric and mechanical

power:

dW(A,0) .dAT dO
dt --- T-- (5)

dt dt dt

Since dW/dt is the stored power in the motor, it is easy to imagine that with added

current or voltage, power would increase. On the other hand, if the rotor is allowed to

torque, T, in the direction coerced by the magnetic field, then the stored energy is

expended as kinetic energy so that dW/dt would decrease. That's why the mechanical

power is negatively defined: it is the output of the motor. Multiplying (5) by dt gives the

expression for conservation of energy:

dW(A, 0) = idA - TdO (6)
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Since (6) assumes the motor is a conservative system, A and 0 are considered

independent variables. Thus, energy W can be expressed as:

8W(2,9) _W__,__

dW(A,0)= aA+ a0 (7)
A2 ao

Subtracting (6) from (7),

0= i- aW(1' )dA- (T+ ' W(2 ) JdO (8)

which suggests that dA and dO can have arbitrary values, but their coefficients in

parenthesis must be zero to satisfy (8). So current and torque are expressed as:

. &W(A,0) Energy change as flux

N =linkage is varied (9)

T - -W (A, 0) Energy change as drag (10)
g g angle is varied

Expressions (9) and (10) show that if the total energy in the motor is known, then torque

can be found by differentiating energy with respect to 0

Since the preceding equations assume that the motor is a conservative system, the

total energy can be found by taking the difference between the final and initial value of

W, which is dependent on the variables A and 9. To simplify the analysis, energy can be

put into the motor in two successive steps, either by first increasing A and then letting 9

change, or vise versa. Refer to Woodson and Melcher's Electromechanical Dynamics for

a comprehensive examination.

In practice, it is not feasible to measure flux linkage A while the motor operates,

but it is possible to measure current. Woodson and Melcher demonstrated that by

applying a Legendre transformation to (6), it is possible to make current and drag angle

18



the independent variables. Since it is desirable to transform the electrical term of (6)

from idA to Ai, applying the differential product rule to Ai offers a substitution for idA:

d(Ai) = idA + Adi

idA = d(Ai) - Adi (11)

Plugging (11) into (6) and rearranging terms gives:

dW = d(Ai) - Adi - TdO

d(Ai - W) = Adi + Td9 (12)

Defining a new energy variable called coenergy:

W'= Ai - W (13)

and plugging it back into (12) creates an energy equation analogous to (6), except that

coenergy is now a function of current and lag angle:

dW'(i,0) = Adi + Td9 (14)

Again, if the motor is considered a conservative system with the independent variables 0

and i, coenergy can have a finite value and be expressed as:

dW' ,0 w (i, 0) i + aw ( 0 (15)ai ao

Subtracting (15) from (14) gives:

0 = (A - ' )di+ T - ' d (16)ai ao

which can be satisfied by:

A = aw(i,0) (17)
ai

T = awl(i,0) (18)
dO
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Expressions (17) and (18) are the equations used to calculate torque according to the

following steps:

" Calculate flux linkage, 2, for the motor as a function of current i and drag angle 0.

" Integrate flux linkage with respect to current to get the expression for coenergy.

" Differentiate coenergy with respect to drag angle to get torque.

Woodson and Melcher provided the following generalized formulas for calculating the

coenergy and then torque for a system with N electrical terminal pairs and M mechanical

degrees of freedom:

N M

dW'= L Adij +L Td (19)
j=1 j=1

N

W ' (i, 0) = f , ( i ,..., i , i', ,0,...0; 01 ,..., 0 M )i' (20)
j=1 0

a W(i,..., G; 01 O"sM) -
T = 0 ) =1,...,M (21)

With these formulas, the main task in calculating motor torque is deriving the flux

linkage expressions for the motor. The motor is modeled as having three electrical

terminals: two stator and one rotor. It has one degree of mechanical freedom, rotor angle.

The following section illustrates how flux linkage is found for the motor under study.

2.2 Motor Assumptions

Before deriving the expression for flux linkages, the following assumptions are

made to simplify calculations. Refer to Figure 1 throughout this analysis.
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" The permeability of the rotor and stator is infinite so that non-zero magnetic

field H resides only in the air gap.

" The air gap g between the rotor and stator is small enough compared to the

radius and length of the rotor R that fringing fields at the motor ends are

negligible.

" Positive H field is defined to point radially away from the motor center.

* The rotor and stator windings are considered infinitely thin so that the slots

they fit into are nonexistent. This assumes that the surface of the rotor and

stator are ideally smooth.

2.3 Flux Linkage Derivation

The rotor's four magnetic poles can be modeled as an electromagnet carrying a

DC current with directions indicated by the dots and crosses in Figure 1. The current ir

produces rotor flux lines that point in the respective north N and south S directions as

labeled.

Since the permeability p of the rotor and stator material is infinite, the H field

must be zero inside them. This means that all of the magnetic potential from H resides in

the air gap with permeability p. Analyzing only the right half of the motor, the H field

path depicted in Figure 1 traverses through the air gap twice, covering a distance of 2g. In

general, the H field produced by winding Nk with current ik traverses a path that cuts

across two air gaps:

4 H o dl = NK K 
22)
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2gH = Nkik

H = Nk ik (23)
2g

Fundamentally, magnetic flux (D is related to H by the cross sectional area A of

the coil and the permeability of the medium that the H field travels through:

D = ApH (24)

The flux 1r produced by the rotor's two right half coils traverses the H path labeled in

Figure 1. Dr cuts through the rotor winding Nr to produce a "self flux." It also cuts

through two sets of stator windings, N, and N2 , to induce a "mutual flux" onto each of

them.

In operation, N, and N2 on the right half of the motor are producing their own

self flux, labeled DI, and 02 respectively. These fluxes each traverse a similar path as Dr,

except they cut through different cross sectional area. Di (D2) produces a self flux from

winding Ni (N2) and since its path cuts through parts of the rotor, it induces a mutual flux

onto Nr. The total flux exhibited by Nr, referred to as flux linkage A,, is an algebraic sum

of the fluxes (Dr, DI, and 0 2 cutting through Nr.

For example, the net flux linkage A, exhibited by N, is the net sum of its own self

flux (i, plus the amount of rotor flux Or that traverses through its winding. If the rotor

flux Or points in the same direction as (Di, then , = Di + 'Dr. But if 'Dr points in the

opposite direction, A =Di - Dr.

Mutual flux has a geometric dependence on 0. The magnetic flux Dk produced by

Nk results from its magnetic field Bk integrated over Nk's winding of cross sectional area

A. Assuming that the air gap is negligibly small, the side cross sectional area of the rotor
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and stator windings are the same. In cylindrical coordinates, the incremental sidewall

area can be defined as LRd#, where L is the rotor length, R the rotor radius, and do an

incremental angle along the air gap. The integral defining (D is then

(Dk= JB da = JpHLRd#

pRLNki k fd.(
2g (25)

The flux linkage A2 through stator winding N2 , is composed of magnetic flux

produced by its own current i2, as well as the rotor magnetic flux Or stimulating its coils.

There are no flux contributions by the other the stator winding NJ, because it is placed

'effectively' orthogonal to N2. Half of its flux DI is positively directed into the area

covered by N 2, while the other half of its flux is negatively directed through the same

area for a net contribution of zero. As shown in Figure 1, the coil slots of N1 are in the

middle of N2 's slots, so their fluxes behave orthogonally to each other. Therefore, the net

flux linkage through N2 is:

= 2N2 N2i2p0 LR fdo+2N2 NirpoLR d# - f d2]
2g 2 2g i 9 '(26)

N2 's self flux Mutual Flux from N,

The 2N2 factor takes into account the other N2 coil loops on the opposite side of the

motor, as well as the two right half coils for which the H path was drawn in Figure 1.

Looking at (26), the term N2i2jioLR/g is the flux (D2 per angle produced by N2.

Correspondingly, NrirpoLR/g is the flux (D, per angle produced by the rotor. The integrals

simply indicate the range of angle that either I2 or Or covers. Looking at only the first

quadrant of the motor in Figure 1, the angle that D2 covers ranges from zero to r/2. Since

positive flux is defined to point radially outwards, positive rotor flux covers the area
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ranging from 0 to z/2. The negative rotor flux, which is directed into the rotor, ranges

from 0 to 0. After integrating (26):

= N 2 p L N 2i 2  + N,, - 20
g 2 (2

=N2 R N22 + Ni, I for 0 < 0 <-
2g I z) 2 (27)

Similarly, Ni's flux linkage A1 is calculated from r/4 to 37C/4 because this is the

angle range that N1 covers:

Ni1pLRfd+ 2 N N,.i,poLR +2d# -

=2N, doR ~ + N,., do6- +- do
A12 1  2g 4 2g 2+

p~~ ILR[LNji, 'Nrj <+o_1'M.+IT ; j
gN 2 2 4 4 +2 + )_

(40\], 3z
NI 2g N i + NrlQi , for < < (28)

Deriving Nr's flux linkage Ar from the rotor requires looking at the angles ranging

from 0 to r/2 + 0:

A, = 2Nr p r LR ,.. d#+ N 2 2 (d#- do) +N i (f2+d#- fd]

Ir = Nr N,.i.r + N 2 i2 1 _ 0 + N i, --
2g I ;T _

(29)

Equations (27), (28), and (29) suggests that flux linkages are linearly proportional

to the lag angle 0 between the stator and rotor. Looking at Figure 1, equation (27) says

that when = 0, A2 is at its maximum value because the mutual flux contributed by the

rotor magnetic field Nrir points in the same direction as winding N2's flux line. Although

(27) is derived in the first quadrant, it is visually affirmed by Figure 1 that Nrir's flux
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reinforces A2 all around the motor when 0 = 0. Notice that only the mutual flux term

varies with drag angle while the self flux term stays constant with drag angle 0.

The total flux linkage through each winding is a summation of flux contributions

from both the rotor and the stator. Because the windings in Figure 1 occupy single slots,

or 'point positions' around the gap, its total flux varies linearly with drag angle 0. Flux

linkage through N2 is maximum when all of the flux area from the rotor and the stator go

through N2 and are pointing in the same direction -- this occurs when 0 = 0. Similarly,

looking at Figurel, NI's flux linkage is maximized when 0 = 7r/4. Conversely, flux

linkage is minimum when rotor and stator flux align in opposite directions. In both cases,

notice again that only the mutual flux term for A2 and A, are affected while the self flux

term stays constant. This point will be reemphasized after torque is derived. A

normalized plot of mutual flux of A2 and A, with respect to drag angle are plotted in

Figure 3a and 3b respectively.
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Figure 3: (a) The solid line plots the linear mutual flux relation of X2 with respect to drag angle 0. A
well designed motor with additional slots and windings about winding N2 can achieve a cosinusoidal
mutual flux linkage indicated by the dotted wave. (b) Mutual flux of X1.
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2.4 Flux Linkage Approximation

The triangular variation of mutual flux linkage with respect to 0 is a result of

modeling the stator and rotor windings as a single winding discretely distributed as

shown in Figure 1. A practical motor would have additional slots for windings to be

distributed sinusoidally so that flux linkages would also be distributed in the same

manner. This configuration avoids discontinuities at multiples of R/2 where mutual flux

can transition abruptly from positive to negative slopes. The motor under study is

evidently conFigured with sinusoidal windings because laboratory observation shows that

its back emf is approximately sinusoidal. (One can be very keen and be able to observe

harmonics in the back emf waveform that indicate saliency, but that is outside the scope

of this derivation.) Figure 3a shows this ideal cosine mutual flux function for 2. It will

be presently shown that a motor with sinusoidally varying flux linkages will produce

constant torque when synchronously driven with sinusoidally varying current. The

hysteresis motor under study is assumed to have this characteristic to ensure smooth

operation.

Similarly, the mutual flux from N, can also be plotted, Figure 3b. Its ideal

distribution looks sinusoidal because according to (28), N1 exhibits zero mutual flux

when drag angle 0 = 0 and increases with increasing 0 until zr/4. Figure 1 demonstrates

that when 0 = 0, half of the rotor flux flowing through NI's cross section augments, while

the other half of the rotor flux attenuates its flux. Once 0 = 7r/4, the rotor flux area aligns

itself with Ni's windings all around the motor such that A, is maximized.
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Examining 2's mutual flux expression in (27) and comparing it to Figure 3a, the

0 dependent term in (27) is equivalent to a cosine function. Similarly, the 0 dependent

term in (28) resembles a sine function:

I - 4 cos 20 (30)

H ~ sin 20 (31)

Applying these approximations to (27), (28), and (29) the flux linkage expressions

become:

'2 = N2 "LR;T (N 2 2 + Ni, cos 20) (32)
2g

N= N " (Ni, + N.i, sin 20) (33)
2g

;,.r=N,. 2g~c(N., + N2J2 cos 29 + Ni sin 2 (34)

2.5 Motor Torque Expression

Having found flux linkages for all the windings in the motor, its coenergy can be

found using Woodson and Melcher's formula (20). For simplification, let:

L -= (35)
2g

Plugging into (20):
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'2 il i,

W'= fZ2 di + fAdi + fA,di'
0 0 0

W'= N 2 LoijN2i2 + Nr,, cos 20) + NLOiIKN l( + Nrir sin 20

+ NrLoir r j + N 2i 2 cos 20 + Nii, sin 20) (36)

Differentiating (36) with respect to 0 according to (21) gives torque:

T = 4NirNiLO cos20-4NrirN 2i 2Lo sin 20

T = 2Ni, " (Ni 1 cos 20 -N i22 sin 20)
g (37)

Notice that torque depends entirely on mutual flux. The self flux terms drop out when W'

is differentiated, because they do not depend on 0. A practical motor would have the

same number of turns for each of its windings so that N1 = N2 = N. Therefore, (37) can

be expressed as:

T = 2NrNs " LOR;T i, (I cos 20-i 2 sin 20)

T = 2Mi, (i1 cos 20- i 2 sin 20) (38)

where M is considered the mutual inductance of the motor:

M = NrNs ,LRir

g (39)

Throughout this derivation, a snapshot in time of the rotor and stator relationship

is made to arrive at the flux linkages in terms of 0. The torque expression (38) shows

only an instance in time when currents ir, il, i2, and drag angle 0 have definite values. It

assumes a static frame of reference whereby the observer is rotating along at the same

mechanical rate as the rotor, so that 0 seems constant.
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To understand the dynamics of the motor, the frame of reference needs to be

changed. The observer will now look at the motor from a static vantage point, the stator.

In other words, the observer is looking at the rotor spinning with time. Since the observer

does not move with the rotor, the rotor is going to exhibit an increase in angle. The term

''rotor angle" is now introduced as:

r = Qt -0 (40)

where Q is the mechanical speed of the motor with respect to time. It not only expresses

the speed of the rotor, but can also describe the speed of the stator magnetic field at

synchronous speed. That said, 0 is, as stated before, the drag angle between the rotor and

stator's magnetic field. The negative sign in front of 0 is attributed by the fact that rotor

phase lags behind the stator magnetic phase. In other words, 0= 12t + y.

Imposing a time dependence on the stator currents results in the following

expressions:

i1 = i, sin cot (41)

i2 = is cos ait (42)

where o, is the electrical motor rate. Since the rotor acts like a permanent magnet, it

does not have time dependence, so its current is expressed as a constant:

ir = Ir (43)

These currents produce a torque of

T = 2MIIs(sin cot cos2; - cos wt sin2y) (44)

Using the trigonometric identity:

sin(a - b) = sin a cos b - cos a sin b (45)
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(44) becomes:

T = 2MIIrs sin(cot - 2y)

T = 2MI,1, sin(cost - 2Qt + 20). (46)

In a four-pole motor, the mechanical motor speed Q is half the rate of the electrical

speed:

2
(47)

so that torque becomes independent of time and depends on current amplitudes and drag

angle:

T = 2MIrs sin(20).

The next section reaffirms this point through a different approach.
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CHAPTER 3

Motor Dynamic Behavior

Having found a time dependent motor torque expression (46), it is possible to

analyze the dynamic behavior of the motor by now incorporating wheel inertia and

friction into the analysis. The following section relates these factors to the drag angle 9.

The dynamic behavior of the motor can be expressed as a second order ordinary

differential equation:

d2 9 dO
J 2+ B- + 2MIrs sin(co t - 27)=T) (49)

dt2  dt

where J is the wheel's moment of inertia, which includes the rotor and flywheel

assembly. B is the drag coefficient of bearing friction and wind drag on all moving

surfaces. TL(t), the load torque, is considered to be the driving factor because it may be

an external disturbance to the motor that causes transients in rotor angle, y. The left side

of (49) represents an oscillatory second order system with damping provided by B. A

change in TL(t) excites the system and causes y to oscillate.

To find the operating drag angle 9 under the ideal synchronous operation, where

no external disturbances are applied, TL(t) is set to zero and by substituting (40) for 7:
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0 = J d - 0)+ B d (Ot - 0)+ 2 MIjI sin (cot - 2(Qt - 0))
dt dt

0 = Bi + 2M~rIs sin ((CoS - 2Q)t + 20)

BQ = -2 MI. JS sin ((Cos - 2Q)t + 20) (50)

This expression makes intuitive sense because once the motor is at synchronous speed,

the wheel's inertia J does not affect the time rate of change in rotor angle. Since B and Q

are constants, the right hand side of this equation is constant and in order for (50) to be

true, the time varying term inside the sine expression must be zero so that:

Q = (51)
2

which reaffirms that the motor's mechanical speed runs at half the electrical speed.

Substituting this value back into (50) reveals that the torque produced by the motor in the

absence of external disturbances is constant:

T = 2M.rIs sin 20 (52)

Rearranging (50), drag angle 0 can now be expressed as:

0= 1sin _, - B Q 
(

2 2MI,.Is (53)
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Figure 4: Graph of T = 2Mr,s sin 29 where points a, b, c, and d are possible values of 9, the operatin

drag angle.

This makes intuitive sense because as friction, B, and drag are increased, the drag angle

would also increase. If the amplitude of the drive currents is increased, thereby

increasing the magnetic intensities of the rotor and stator, then the drag angle decreases.

The only concern in (53) is the half factor. It can be generalized that the half factors

represents the motor's number of pole pairs.

As pointed out earlier, the motor's mechanical speed Q is half that of the

electrical excitation speed, o),. In general, the mechanical speed of the motor is:

a) =

P
(54)

where p is the number of pole pairs. The motor under study has four poles, therefore two

pole pairs. Thus, the drag angle can be generalized as:

=-s I sin(55)
P PMI,.it

Equation (53) implies that:
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1 (56)
2M1,.I

and that there are four possible solutions to 0 for one mechanical cycle around the motor

as depicted in Figure 4. These possible angles will be examined for stability in the next

section when external disturbances are added to the motor to induce hunting.

3.1 Second Order Effects on Drag Angle 0

While the motor spins with a nominal drag angle of 0, there exist sudden

disturbances from inconsistent bearing friction and vibrations from outside the motor that

can offset this angle by small amounts 0'(t). The sudden increase in friction can cause 0

to widen momentarily and the motor will react by outputting more torque than nominal.

This in turn causes the rotor to overshoot its operating equilibrium point 0 and hunt about

until damping from hysteresis braking or viscous drag settles it back to a steady 0.

During a hunting transient, the rotor angle can be represented as:

Y = ft - 0 - '0t0 (57)

Substituting this back into the dynamic motor equation (49):

d2d (58)
J' (t -0 - 0'(t ))+ B -(Qt - -0 '(t))+ 2MIr s sin[w>,t - 2(Qt - 0 -o'(t))] = TL (t)

dt dt

The first and second terms are easily evaluated by differentiating the rotor angle

expression, but the nonlinear sine term needs to be approximated using Taylor expansion:

1 (9
f(x) = f(a)+(x - a)f'(a)+-(x - a) 2 f"(a)+... (59)

2!
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In this expression, a is the center point about which the approximation is taken. For the

motor, a is equal to 20. The variable x can be considered the angle inside the sine

function such that:

x= O)St - 2(Qt - 0 - 01'(t )) (60)

x =20 + 20(t)

which shows the equilibrium drag angle, 20, and its first order variation 20'(t). The sine

expression approximates to:

2MIIs sin 2(0 + 0'(t ))= 2M1,1,[sin(20) + (20 + 20'(t) - 20)cos 20]

2M,Js sin 2(0 + 0'(t))= 2MI, (sin 20 + 20'(t) cos 20) (61)

Recalling that BO = -2MrIssin20, (58) simplifies to a second order differential equation:

J d 0'(t) + B -0'(t) + BQ + 2MIJ, sin 20+20'(t)(2MrI, cos 20) = TL (t)
d7 dt

d2 B d 2(2MIIs cos20)
7 1',(t) +--0'(t) + ' 0' W' = TL (62dt 2 ' Jdt J (62)

For convenience, let

K = 2(2MIIs cos 20) (63)

The technique for solving (62) by calculating the homogenous and then guessing the

particular solution can be applied. Notice that K is analogous to the spring constant in a

mass/spring/dashpot system. In this analogy, 0 is the resting length of the spring, while

O'(t) is a displacement from this length that causes the spring to pull back. The spring

constant looks nonlinear with respect toQ, but bear in mind that it is assumed to be very

small. Thus, K can be treated as a constant.

The homogenous solution is found by solving the characteristic equation. Using

the quadratic formula, two natural frequencies are found, s1 and s2:
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2B K
s2 + s + 0 (64)

J J

B (B 2  K
S + -- (65)

2J 2J J

B B K (66)
s2 - D62J 2J J

The homogenous solution is of the form:

0'h ( =Cesl t + C2e S2 (67)

By defining the disturbance torque to be a small step function:

TL( 0) = 0 (68)

TL(t > 0) = T (69)

initial conditions can be established so that C, and C2 can be calculated. Keeping in mind

that the general solution becomes the particular solution some time after the step function

is applied, it is reasonable to guess that:

TJ (70)

K

by checking with equation (62). The general solution is now:

0(t)= -+Cet +C2eS21
K (71)

Using the following initial conditions:

0'(t = 0)= 0 (72)

d (73)-'(t = 0) = 0
dt

two simultaneous equations results from (71):
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TJ (74)
0 =-Tj+C1 +C2 (4

K

0 = CIs1 + C2s2 (75)

After manipulation:

TJ s 2 C, = 276)
K s -s 2

TJ s
C2 =- (77)

K s 2 -s1

so that the total solution for the hunting rotor angle is:

9'(t) = -jl+ S 2  es" + s' e 2t' (78)
K s1 - s2 s2 -s1

As defined previously, s, and s2 as well as K are all dependent on the operating

drag angle . Figure 4 demonstrates that there are four possibilities for , so it is

necessary to test each one to assure that the solution converges. Since s, and s2

determines how fast the exponentials grow or decay, they are the first factors to be

examined.

B
Looking at sj from (65), it is reasonable to consider that when K is zero, the -

2J

term outside the radical is equivalent to the - term inside the radical, so that sj is
2J

zero. If K were negative, then the term inside the radical would be positive, causing s, to

be purely real and positive. This means that the second term of (78) would diverge and

the system would be unstable. However, when K is positive and that:

- > -- (79)
J (2J)
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the terms inside the radical would be negative and s1 and s2 would be complex. The

sinusoidal hunting behavior of the hysteresis motor, as measured in the lab, suggests that

s, and S2 are indeed complex.

Since K is proportional to cos20, (63), it will be negative when:

z 37r (80)
4 4

and positive when:

(81)
10 < -

4

Therefore, in Figure 4, the operating angle at point b and d are invalid. The angle at

points a and c assure stable operation.

For convenience, let's assign s and S2's real part as a and their imaginary part as

(Oh:

B
a - (82)

2J

B2 K
Ch = 1  - (83)

Substituting into (78) resuls in:

TJ ( (a - icoh) (-a+Coh )t (-a+ ioh) (-a-ico)t49'(t) = - ee (84)
K 2 icoh 2 icoh

After careful manipulation of Eulor's formula,

TJ~ ( >1(85)
V'()= - e- ' Cos OV t + -sin coht( 5

K coh

This expression resembles a decaying sinusoid similar to the hunting behavior measured

in the lab.
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3.2 Comparing Analytical Expression with Lab Results

This analytical expression is verified by comparing it to measured lab results.

Measurements were taken by running the motor up to speed at 8Vrms and then applying

a 10% step in drive magnitude to disturb it. The motor's measured hunting transient

resembles a decaying sinusoid with a damping coefficient of a = -1/4.6 and a natural

frequency of Oh = 4.3Hz. Plugging these values into (85) and plotting with Matlab results

in the solid line chart in Figure 5a. For comparison, the dotted chart in Figure 5a is the

Simulink simulation output of the hunting rotor angle rate. Figure 5b shows the actual

lab measurement of the hunting current transient. The following section will apply lab

measurements to the analytically developed expressions to arrive at a transfer function for

the motor dynamics.
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~ tI Matlab Plot of Analytical Expression with arbitrary amplitude to campare with Simulink Output for 7.SVrms Run

*j~~ ~ T -Fj~~

I N

0 2 4 6 8 10
time (sec)

12 14 16 18 20

Figure 5a: Plot of 0 '(t) transient response to an arbitrary step disturbance (solid line). The
Simulink model transient response (dotted line) affms that the analytical derivation agrees with
the empirical development.

Lab Measurement of Hunting Transient Step Response

0 2 4 6 8 10
time (sec)

12 14 16 18 20

Figure 5b: Plot of the transient current response to a step in drive voltage from 7.5 Vrms to
8.OVrms. Since the current indicates directly the drag angle, comparison of Figure 5a to 5b is valid
as long as only the AC component of the sinusoid is considered.
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CHAPTER 4

Bridging Analysis with Empirical Measurements

When the motor is driven with a 7.5Vrms voltage, its measured hunting transient

resembles a decaying sinusoid with a damping coefficient of -1/4.6 and a natural

frequency of 4.3Hz. The above analytical examination of the motor defined the friction

coefficient B and motor spring constant K based on physical motor parameters and drive

currents. It is now possible to relate these expressions to measured data to accurately

predict how the motor behaves under disturbances.

The expression for the damping coefficient c is given by (82) and measured to be:

1 B
- a=- (86)

4.6 2J

Given that the wheel's moment of inertia J is 112 dyne*cm*sec^2 / rad, the drag

coefficient is:

1
B=2J =51.7dyne*cm*sec (87)

4.6

This result is very close to the empirical value of 54 for the Simulink model.

The spring constant K resides inside the expression for the hunting frequency (Oh

(83). Since hunting resembles a sinusoid, wh is imaginary:
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B2K

(t-h = (88)
(2J J

so that K is solved as:

2 2K
- oh a _

J

K = J{Ojh 2 +a2)

K =112 (2; * 4.3)2 +(41

K = 93.57 x IO 3 dyne * cm *rad (89)

Plugging these values back into the hunting angle differential equation (62) and applying

the Laplace transform gives a transfer function for the hunting angle with respect to a

disturbance torque:

2 51.7 93.57 x 103 TL(S)
112 112 O'(s)

H(s) = ='(s) _ 1
TL(s) + .462s + 836 (90)

Note that this transfer function can change with starting voltage and drive current.

Lab measurements indicate that an increase in operating voltage results in a higher spring

constant that speeds up the hunting frequency, Oh. For example, when the motor runs at

8Vrms and it is measured that (O = 4.6Hz and a = 1/4.7, then the transfer function would

be:

H '(s) 1

TL(s) S2 +.425s+835 (91)

For verification purpose, this transfer is charted in Figure 6 using Matlab's Step

command. The result compares favorably with the lab measurement of Figure 5b and the

simulation result of 5a.
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9'(s) 1
Figure 6: Matlab step response of transfer function H(s)= =

TL (s) s 2 +.425s +835
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CHAPTER 5

Scheme for Damping the Hunting

The fundamental problem with the synchronous motor under study is that it is

used to drive an inertial load rather than a viscous load. With an inertial load, such as the

flywheel in the gyroscope, the motor does not exhibit much torque once it stops

accelerating when it reaches synchronous speed. This means that it is susceptible to

bearing noise and external vibrations, because the relative output torque to noise ratio is

low. If the motor were driving a heavy viscous load where it must maintain a high output

torque even at terminal velocity, any small variation in load torque from bearing noise is

relatively small and unobservable.

One can make an analogy between this bearing noise with crossover distortion in

a class-AB amplifier. If a deadzone exists in the amplifier, one can definitely hear the

distortion at low volume levels, because the deadzone takes up a relatively significant

amount of time per cycle compared to the signal. However, when the amplifier is

delivering high voltage levels, the deadzone takes up a relatively small amount of time

compared to the signal. Therefore, the signal masks the distortion.

Looking back at the torque vs drag angle chart in Figure 4, it is clear that since the

motor drives a flywheel, it operates with a torque and drag angle very close to the origin.

Bearing noise can cause this operating point to ride along the sine curve, which is
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considered hunting. There are two degrees of freedom that can be exploited to control

this hunting. The magnitude of the torque curve can be stretched up and down (AM

modulation), or the phase of the torque curve can be shifted right and left to maintain a

steady drag angle (FM modulation).

5.1 FM Modulation Chosen Over AM

Because the motor is driving a gyro wheel, it is desirable that it maintains a

constant rotor velocity. Fluctuation in wheel velocity, hunting, is indicative of drag angle

0 deviations. Therefore, suppressing hunting involves controlling drag angle 0.

The mutual flux linkage between the rotor and the stator give direct indication of

drag angle changes in the form of back emf, If driven by a constant voltage source, the

motor current changes with back emf. One would immediately think that hunting is

suppressible by modulating the motor current -[. By reexamining the torque expression

repeated here:

T = 2M,1, sin 20 (92)

it is evident that since drag angle, 0, is so small, changes in torque T is negligibly small

when modulating I. Looking at the torque angle curve of Figure 4, this implementation

is considered Amplitude Modulation because it varies the magnitude of the torque curve.

Because the drag angle is so small, changing the magnitude does not move the drag angle

by much, rendering AM modulation ineffective.

A more effective way of controlling drag angle 0 is by modulating the stator

phase itself co. Recalling the elaborated torque expression:
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T = 2MIIs sin(cot - 2y)

T = 2MI1, sin(wct - 2Qt + 20). (93)

it is clear that cs superimposes directly on the drag angle within the sine expression.

Direct control of 0 looks promising and it is the chosen scheme that is used to control.

Conceptually, when the rotor swings ahead of its operating drag angle, the back

emf increases as though the motor is about to generate power. This causes current

amplitude going into to motor terminals to decrease. Conversely, when the rotor lags

behind the nominal drag angle, the motor will demand more current.

5.2 Hunting Suppression Implementation

The compensation scheme monitors the current amplitude changes as an

indication of drag angle. It increases the drive frequency, ws, when current decreases and

vice versa when detected current increases. The transfer function of drag angle to input

torque:

H(s) = '(s) 1

TL S 2 +.425s + 835 (94)

is directly proportional to input current is. Its characteristic poles look like a complex

conjugate pair that resides very close to the jo axis. They are at -0.21 ± j28.9 as shown

in the bottom left chart of Figure 8.

Compensating this complex pole pair is difficult. Ideally, one would want to put a

zero at the origin to cancel out one of the poles in closed loop. By virtue of FM

modulation, this scheme is achievable. An Agilent function generator, model 33220A, is

used in the compensation loop to drive the motor at os = 480Hz and modulate os by the
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detected motor drag angle 0'. Because it takes in a phase 0' (radians) and outputs a

frequency co, (radians/sec), the transfer function for the function generator is simply a

differentiator:

0' radians * sec = dt Laplace

CO radians (95)

Which is a zero at the origin.

The block diagram for this scheme is shown in Figure 7. Although the motor

operates at 480Hz, the dynamic behavior that needs to be controlled has a natural hunting

frequency of 4.3Hz. The phase detector simply looks at the current going into the motor

and extracts the 4.3Hz hunting component while attenuating the 480Hz.

s 2+.425s+835I

Motor Motor
Dynamics current

Function Phase
Generator Detector

Figure 7: Block diagram of daming scheme. The motor dynamics with natural frequency at 4.3Hz is
consider the plant while the phase detector and the function generator are the components in the feedback
loop.

Figure 8 shows the forward (left) and closed-loop (right) responses of the motor.

Specifically, the loop gain k for the responses on the right column is 35. This gain is

adjusted by the Agilent function generator and it dictates the closed loop stability. The

close loop poles look first order after k > 58 and there is no longer any overshoot on the
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step response. A problem arises when the gain is set too high. The function generator's

drive frequency co, may drive the motor drag angle 0 away from its approximated linear

range of operation and the motor can exhibit instability.

The improvement in step response between the open-loop and the compensated

responses is impressive. The circuit is able to suppress the oscillation by a drastic

amount. It also lowers the Q of the motor as shown by the bode response plots.
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Figure 8: Charts on the left column are dynamic responses of the motor without any compensation. Charts
on the right show the dynamics after FM modulation is applied.
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5.3 The Control Circuit

The block diagram of the motor control circuit is shown in Figure 9.

Quadrature --- 1
Circuit

-_0 (Dome
Network)

Function
Generator

Auto
Zeroing

Figure 9: Block diagram of motor con

Current Current 2-hase
Amp ~~ > Detect Synchronous

Hysteresis
--- * aMotor

LPF f 4---Absolute
A Value

-d
d

trol circuit.

The function generator creates the 480Hz sinusoidal signal that drives the whole

circuit. The quadrature circuit takes the sinusoid and splits it into two sine waves that are

90 degrees out of phase. These signals are amplified by the current amp that feeds the

motor. The "Current Detect" circuit monitors the 480Hz currents flowing into the motor

and feeds its signal to the "Absolute Value" circuit where the 480Hz sine waves are

rectified into 960Hz ripple voltages. The "Add" circuit doubles the ripple frequency

further to 1.92kHz in order for the LPF to have a high enough break frequency, around

250Hz to minimize phase shift at 4.3Hz. The signal coming out of the LPF is the hunting

signal riding on top of a DC offset. The auto zeroing circuit strips away the offset and

feeds the hunting signal into the modulation input of the function generator to control ws.
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5.4 Circuit Schematic Elaboration

The motor control circuit is shown in Figure 10. The block diagram tells the

function of each section, but the dome network and the auto zero circuit deserves

elaboration.

The dome circuit is used in the early days of radio as a quadrature circuit to

implement QAM modulation schemes. The resistors and capacitors have to be exact

values in order for its two outputs to remain 90 degrees out of phase. The inverting and

non-inverting opamps going into the passive resistor and capacitor networks do not

output the same amplitude. If the relative gain between these two opamps drifts, it can

cause the dome network's outputs to deviate from quadrature.

The LPF extracts the hunting signal along with a DC offset. The DC extractor is

also a LPF, except its cutoff frequency is at DC. The outputs of these two circuits are

subtracted from one another in order to extract the pure hunting signal with a nominal DC

offset of zero. This guarantees that the function generator will keep the nominal driving

frequency at 480Hz.

Figure 11 shows the circuit schematic again with the addition of signal waveforms

between component blocks to aid in visualizing how the signals propagate throughout the

loop.

Figure 12 shows the top and bottom side of circuit board itself.
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Figure 12: Photos of the circuit board.
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5.5 Lab results

The circuit was tested by starting the motor in forward loop mode. FM

modulation was disabled from the function generator. A digital scope was used to probe

the hunting signal coming from the LPF (bottom trace) as well as the signal coming out

of the auto zero circuit (top trace), which is also the modulation signal for the function

generator.

The results are shown in Figure 13. The top trace shows the motor hunting

normally at 4.3Hz without any modulation applied. The hunting looked like noise that

was triggered by abrupt disturbances. By carefully observing the average value of the

noise, one can see that the hunting rode on top of a slow envelope that oscillated on the

order of millihertz. The envelope's period was unpredictable, leading one to suspect that

either bearing noise and/or the proprietary self-centering flywheel were at fault.

Bearing noise could be attributed to inconsistent points of contact between the

balls riding along the bearing races. This behavior was audible while the motor was

running. It sounded like a computer hard drive in operation.

The motor was attached to a proprietary flywheel that had an ingenious

mechanism for locking in the center of spin axis precisely at 480Hz to prevent

precession. This flywheel may have been actively adjusting its spin axis as the rotor

deviated from 480Hz. No information was available about the flywheel. It was

classified.

Again, because the motor is operating under a very small torque load, any

disturbances from the bearing or flywheel could have caused hunting. It was also

observed in lab that when the gyro was shaken, the hunting magnitude increased.
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Figure 13b shows the hunting behavior when the control loop was closed by

activating the modulation. Immediately the 4.3Hz hunting was dampened. However,

there still exists disturbances that initiated hunting, as evident by the blip seen on the

bottom trace. This blip would have started an episode hunting that plagues Figure 13a.

This blip was immediately suppressed by the control loop and the observed motor current

resumed its nominal operating state.

Figure 13c shows the hunting resuming after modulation was disabled. The large

hunting amplitude was attributed to the function generator's abrupt switch from

modulation mode to normal mode. This transition could have cause sudden changes in

cos that can cause the motor current to fluctuate.

Figure 13d shows the control loop suppressing the hunting after the motor has had

a mechanical disturbance, i.e. it was shaken. Notice that the motor current was not

straight. It drifted up and then abruptly down. The abrupt disturbance was probably a

change in the flywheel or bearing friction trying to initiate another episode of hunting.

These Figures show that the control circuit significantly reduced hunting. It did

not fully eliminate it because the intrinsic mechanical characteristics of the motor and

flywheel assembly imposed unpredictable load changes. As shown in Figure 8, closing

the loop reduces the Q of the motor and therefore dampened all of the load changes that

these factors introduced.
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Figure 13a: Motor noise running open loop.
With the compensation circuit turned off, the
hunting noise is sporadic.

Figure 13b: Enabling modulation to close the
control loop. The hunting noise is dampened
when the loop is closed.

Figure 13c: The hunting noise resumes after the
compensation loop is turned off and the motor is
allowed to operate open loop.

Figure 13d: Compensation loop is closed after
motor is physically shaken, which simulates a
large disturbance.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

The synchronous hysteresis motor operating in its low torque regime has a strong

susceptibility to mechanical noise. The noise would cause the rotor to hunt about its drag

angle and propagate a ripple of current noise through its drive circuit. This noise behaves

like a complex pole pair very close to the jco axis, so its Q was very high. FM modulating

the drive frequency introduces a zero to the system and with sufficient gain, the control

loop killed the hunting Q. The circuit was able to suppress the hunting before it started,

but it did not eliminate the cause of hunting.

6.1 Further Investigation Possibilities

Future research can look into the possibility of running the motor without the

special flywheel to confirm if that is the dominant cause of sporadic load changes. The

motor under study is classified, so access to its internals was prohibited.

The motor's susceptibility to noise was attributed to its low torque output.

Another research possibility is to connect a dynamo to the motor shaft to simulate viscous

load torque. By controlling the current that the dynamo produces, the operating drag

angle of the motor can be moved about. With the motor operating under a higher torque
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regime, perhaps the motor will be less susceptible to mechanical noise. The electrical

load on the dynamo can be modulated to control hunting.
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APPENDIX A

Modeling the Hysteresis Motor in Simulink

Introduction

The hysteresis synchronous motor used to drive the gyro wheel in an inertial

navigation system has an inherent instability. On the average,while it is spinning, at

synchronous speed, the wheel "hunts" or oscillates, about at a much lower rate. This

small oscillation introduces an unknown into the operation of a very precise mechanical

device. This unknown may propagate errors which limit gyro performance, so it is

helpful to model and understand the hunting phenomenon in case it should be desirable to

remove it.

This study analyzes the hunting behavior of the hysteresis synchronous motor to

model it in Matlab's Simulink. The basic physics of the motor will be discussed and

measurements will be revealed to derive at the model in Simulink.
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Motor Construction

The hysteresis motor under study resembles a four-pole two-phase induction

motor with the exception that its rotor is made of hysteretic material. The rotor is

composed of a nonconductive ceramic core surrounded by a hysteresis ring made of

magnetically hard laminates.

The stator windings accept quadrature sinusoidal voltage inputs. The motor under

study operates at a frequency of 480Hz and a magnitude of 7.5Vrms. Since it is a four-

pole configuration, the mechanical velocity of the rotor at synchronous speed is 240Hz.

The hysteresis ring's exact material makeup is unspecified, but in general, it

should be made of polycrystalline laminations that have randomly oriented dipoles. In

the presence of strong magnetic field intensity, almost all the domains in the

polycrystalline material should align themselves in the direction of the imposed field [1].

With uniformly aligned dipoles, the polycrystalline material retains a magnetic moment

and acts as a magnet. Therefore, the hysteresis ring can assume two operating states. It

can be either non-magnetic or a permanent magnet.

The rotor rides on high precision low friction bearings. The bearings need to be

as smooth as possible to reduce the power required to spin the rotor at 240Hz or 14,400

Rpm. Inconsistent bearing friction can exert unpredictable load torque on the rotor and

upset drag angle between the rotor and stator magnetic field at synchronous speed. The

surface of the hysteresis ring is smoothly polished to reduce wind resistance. A gyro

flywheel is attached to the motor shaft to bring the motor's exhibited angular momentum

at 240Hz to H=180,000 dyne*cm*sec, a given spec.
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Motor Operation

The two-phase stator winding of the motor under study ideally creates an ideal

four-pole rotating wave as illustrated by Figure 1. The sinusoidal line graphs a snapshot

LL 0

05

-1 (South)..

Figure 1: Snapshot in time of the rotating stator magnetic wave intensity
imposed on the rotor. Arrows indicate the rotation direction.

in time of the magnetic wave produced by the stator. The vertical axis represents

magnitude in Henrys where North indicates intensity pointing into the rotor axis while

South indicates intensity pointing out. The horizontal circle located at zero intensity is

there to show the shape of the stator and its arrows merely point in the direction that the

intensity wave moves.

Imagine that the magnetic intensity wave rotates along the circle such that every

point of the stator experiences two cycles of a sine wave every revolution. That is why

two electrical cycles at the motor terminals translates to one mechanical cycle in the

stator, so that our input frequency of 480Hz results in a 240Hz rotor speed.
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Slip speed exits between the hysteresis ring and the traveling magnetic wave at

startup when the rotor is at rest while the stator is energized. As the stator field excites

the hysterysis ring with varying magnetic intensity, the dipoles in the ring are cycled.

The field must apply a certain threshold of intensity in order to flip the orientation of the

domains. This "sticking friction" [1] causes the ring to attract itself to the rotating stator

wave. Thus, the ring's magnetic hysteresis causes it to follow the stator field and

+B --- ---

-Hma

+Hmax

----Bmax

Figure 2: A possible hysteresis-loop for ring material

consequently produces a torque that spins the rotor. As the rotor picks up speed, the slip

speed between the rotor and stator decreases and the hysteresis torque that accelerates the

rotor remains constant [6]. This fact will be proven shortly.

Said another way, magnetic dipoles require energy to change their orientation. As

with all things in nature, they tend to want to stay at their lowest energy state. Once they

point in one direction, they want to remain there unless disturbed to change. Vibration

and thermal energy can cause dipoles to randomly change orientation. But in the case

when the rotating stator field imposes a cycling magnetic field, the dipoles resist the
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orientation change and in the process, they try to pull the rotor to align with the applied

field to minimize their energy state [5]. In the case when slip speed exists, the dipoles

don't get to follow the field instantly, so they lose energy as they realign themselves. At

any instant, each points on the hysteresis ring experiences a different magnetic intensity

H, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, each point has a different flux density B that

corresponds to the points plotted on the alternating hysteresis loop for the ring material as

shown in Figure 2. According to Teare as the dipoles are cycled about, energy is

expended and the loss is equal to the area inside the B-H curve [6]. This loss also

translates into acceleration torque.

Teare claims that hysteresis torque T is a function of rotor magnetic moment

interacting with the varying H field produced at the stator.

T = 0 ( ff * dHrdrdz

To simplify calculations, the air gap between the stator and the hysteresis ring is assumed

to be negligibly small such that the H field intensity produced at the surface of the stator

is imposed immediately onto the surface of the hysteresis ring. Also, the hysteresis ring

is assumed to be thin relative to its radius and infinitely permeable, so that there is no H

drop across it. Therefore, B and H are independent of the radius and they can be moved

outside the integral.

T = Be dH) ffrdrdz

So B*dH is just the area inside the hysteresis-loop (Fig 2) while the double integral is the

volume of the hysteresis ring factored by 2n.

cJB * dH = Hysteresis _ loop _ Area = A
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J frdrdz = Ring Volume _ V
2;z 2;T

VA
T2

Thus, hysteresis torque is independent of slip speed.

As the rotor approaches synchronous speed, magnetic domains in the hysteresis

ring lock into their impressed orientation and the ring now acts as a permanent magnet.

Because the rotor has been accelerating, its momentum overshoots past synchronous

speed. Nevertheless, the attraction between its magnetic imprint and the stator magnetic

field pulls it back towards synchronous speed. There exists an ideally constant phase lag

between the rotor magnetic imprint and the stator excitation wave, but when the rotor

locks into sync, it cycles ahead and behind this angle.

This oscillatory behavior is confirmed in the lab by observing motor current. As

the motor picks up speed, its current slowly decreases, indicating that back EMF is

increasing, but when it locks into synchronism, its current amplitude undershoots and

oscillates up and down, telling us that the magnetized rotor is generating more back EMF

when it moves ahead of the equilibrium phase lag. This is the first time the motor

'hunts'. Eventually the oscillation dies out and the motor spins at a constant 240Hz.

During synchronous operation, the hysteresis ring will have a remanence pattern

similar to the magnetic traveling wave in Figure 1, but with an additional phase lag. It

now acts as a permanent magnet and it has a tendency to align its poles in the direction of

the applied field. Because it takes more energy to move its domain orientation than to

simply move the whole rotor to align with the stator magnetic field, the hysteresis ring

will torque the rotor to follow the traveling wave. The motor now operates like a
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permanent magnet AC motor where torque is proportional to the sine of the angle

between the excitation field and the rotor remanence field.

At synchronous speed, the rotor is susceptible to the slightest disturbances. If the

bearings are inconsistent, the rotor can experience an uneven back torque that can

momentarily increase its drag angle such that it will exert more torque to move back to its

equilibrium angle. The rotor will overshoot from equilibrium and oscillate back and forth

like a pendulum until wind resistance, bearing drag, and hysteresis braking dampens out

the hunting.

Another possible cause of hunting is inconsistent drive voltage. In the lab, when

the drive voltage is stepped up or down by a few percent, the motor's current waveform

oscillates at about 4.3Hz and dampens out. The higher the percent change, the larger the

hunting amplitude. Although the drive circuit for the motor under study produces

perfect looking sine waves that are 90 degrees apart, the motor nevertheless hunts

unpredictably. Possible suspects include either worn bearings or unobservable harmonics

in the drive waveform that could change the remanence pattern on the hysteresis ring.
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Hysteresis Motor Model in Simulink

The Simulink model for the hysteresis motor operating at synchronous speed is

shown in Figure 3. This model neglects the hysteresis torque generated at speeds below

synchronous. It simulates the electrical, magnetic, and mechanical operation of the

Sine --v l4.35>eConstant coeT Workspace1
Dot Product-A -Mechanical

1/ (Ls + R) Kt-B Product-B Gain3

;on Bkemfnt a

CLoc To Workspac dep lectr

30 rdc1Afriction SignAgl

sin(theta)

2.4.35e-3

Dot Product-B cos(theta)1

Figure 3: Simulink model of hysteresis synchronous motor under study. All mechanical and electrical parameters are

motor. The following explains the role of each block. Note that since the motor has a

two phase input, the model has some duplicate blocks, one for each phase.

The parts are listed in order from input to output and around the minor and major

loops.

* Sine wave & Cos wave: These are the two-phase inputs at 480Hz and 7.5Vrms.

* Step: This multiplied with the input sinusoidal voltage generates a small change

in input amplitude to see how the hunting behaves.

* Dot Product: This multiplies the input sine waves with the step block.

* Sum: takes the difference between the drive voltage and back EMF to get the

resultant voltage across the stator windings.
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" 1/(Ls + R). Winding Inductance and Resistance transfer function. Converts the

winding voltage into drive current.

" Kt: Motor Torque constant. Scales current into torque.

" Product: Calculates the torque on the rotor as a function of the moving stator

wave and the rotor position. This block is not intuitive to understand, but imagine

taking the Kt block and putting it after this product block. This leaves the top

input of this block as current through the stator windings, which translates into the

traveling H field imposed on the rotor. The bottom input is the rotor angle scaled

by a sine function, which is the rotor remanence imprint. When these two terms

are multiplied, any angle lag between the stator H field and the rotor remanence

imprint is automatically taken into account of and converted into torque.

Additionally, the outputs of blocks Product-A and Produc-B represent the rotating

torque resolved along the orthogonal phase-A and phase-B axes respectively.

" Sum: This big block sums all torques acting on the motor, which includes drive

torques from phase A and B, frictional torques from ball bearings, and wind

resistance. Its output is the resultant torque applied to the wheel.

" Wheel: this transfer function is just an integrator scaled by the moment of inertia

of the rotor and the flywheel attached to it. Momentum of the wheel is given as

180,000 dyne*cm*sec at 240Hz. From the equation H=Jw, we find that its

moment of inertia J = 119 dyne*cm*secA2 / rad. This block translates shaft

torque into output rate.

" Constant: This block gives the rotor an initial velocity of 240Hz. It allows us to

analyze wheel hunting about 240Hz.

" Sum3: This block simply adds the constant synchronous rate of 240Hz to the

dynamic rate from the wheel.

" Hunt Damp: This is a constant term that takes into account any viscous resistance

from wind resistance or bearing friction. It takes in wheel velocity and outputs

back torque. Note that its input comes before the Sum3 block so that the constant

240Hz velocity is not included. This assures that this term dampens out the

dynamic velocity changes in the wheel only. There is no analytic way to
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determine the hunting coefficient, so this term is determined from experimental

observation of the hunting transient.

" Damp & Friction: Since its input is the constant velocity at 240Hz, these damping

terms do not need the Sign block preceding it. These blocks take into account the

constant friction from wind resistance and bearing friction, but it does not

dominate during transient velocity changes.

" Integrator]: Converts the mechanical velocity of the wheel into angle in terms of

radians.

* Gain3: This term simply converts the mechanical angle into electrical angle.

Mechanically the rotor is spinning at 240Hz, but due to the four-pole stator

winding configuration, its electrical frequency is 480Hz.

* Sin(u) and Cos(u): Calculate the sine and cosine of the rotor angle. These are

required to formulate the proper torque and back EMF along the phase-A and

phase-B windings.

" Kv: Back EMF constant. Takes the velocity of the wheel and scales it to get back

EMF.

* Dot Product: multiplies the back EMF by the periodic function from the sine and

cosine blocks so its reference matches that of the input voltages.
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This model was calibrated by careful lab measurements of electrical characteristics

such as Kv and Kt, as well as mechanical characteristics like friction. Measurements and

0.03-
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Figure 4a: Hunting behavior of
actual Mobtor w hen drive voltage
stepped from 8V to 8.3V. A 1504 Figure 4b: Simulink simulation of wheel hunting when

-0.02 trendline 0.099 exp( t / -4.6) is applied voltage steps from 8V to 8.3V. the trendline
draw n to trace the envelop of 5*exp(dock/(-4.6))+1508 is drawn to envelope the

decay. 1502 decay.
-0.03 -_________________________
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calculations of motor parameters will follow shortly, but first, the simulation result is

illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the hunting behavior of the motor current, as

measured with a digital scope just when the motor overshoots and hunts as it locks into

synchronous speed with input voltage of 7.5V. From this data, a trend-line decaying at

the rate exp(-t / 4.6) was drawn. As a comparison, Figure 4b draws the simulated hunting

angular velocity as the wheel reaches synchronous speed. The oscillation in the

simulation is even and predictable compared to the measured data, but the decay trend-

line for both of these measurements match well. Comparing current dynamics measured

in the lab to wheel velocity in Simulink is a proper comparison because any change in

current indicates a change in back EMF which correlates to a change in wheel velocity.

Therefore, this comparison proves that the model works.
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The Simulink model does not mimic the sporadic hunting behavior observed in

the lab. The simulation does not hunt unless given an input change, whereas the motor

running in the lab exhibits hunting while running on what seems to be constant input.

From the empirical time constant can be used to calculate the Q of the hunting

oscillation:

r = 4.6sec

on=25
sec

Q = r * n ~60
2

which indicates that hunting is easily triggered by small disturbances. Nevertheless, this

model is adequate for simulating only the hunting behavior of the motor.

Parameter Measurements for Model

The following explains the steps taken to obtain the model parameters in Figure 3.

Finding Rotor's Moment of Inertia

The momentum of the gyro wheel at 240Hz is given by a data sheet to be 180,000

dyne*cm*sec. By the relationships:

J= H/w = 180,000 / (240 * 2pi) = 119 dyne*cm*secA2 / rad
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Measuring Back EMF constant Kv

The motor's back EMF constant Kv, increases with higher starting voltage. Since

the intensity of the stator magnetic wave increases with input voltage, the stronger

magnetic field increases the likelihood that magnetic domains in the hysteresis ring align

themselves with the excitation field. Therefore, the hysteresis ring would retain more flux

density B and be able to produce a higher back EMF. However, there is a threshold value

B,nax that the hysteresis ring cannot exceed as shown in Figure 2, so Kv will reach a

maximum value after a certain drive voltage is reached.

To measure Kv, the motor is driven up to synchronous speed and its terminal

wires are disconnected from the voltage drive. A scope probe is used to measure the

voltage across the motor terminals as it coasts down. The probe's impedance is high, so

it would not exert a load on the motor. The digital scope is set to automatically measure

frequency and peak-to-peak voltage. Many data points were recorded at intervals. Using

Excel, the following equations were used to arrive at Kv.

Kv = V f*2f
2 2

where Vpp is the peak-to-peak voltage at the terminal andf is the frequency at which the

voltage was recorded.

The following table shows the calculated Kv for various voltages used to drive the

motor up to synchronous speed. Kv increasing with input voltage indicates that the

magnetic force on the rotor varies with input voltage.

Drive voltage Kv (volts sec /
rad

5.5v 2.87e-3
7.Ov 4.12e-3
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7.5v 4.35e-3

8.5v 5.16e-3
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Calculating Torque Constant Kt

Kt is derived from Kv using the universal motor law: Kt = A *Kv. A = 1 in SI

units, but using units of volts/RPM and in-oz/amps, A is 7.394* 104.

Kv( volts * min =Kt
rev )

From the equation

in - oz *7.394 -10-4
amp )

Using the conversion factors:

Volt *min * 60sec rev =9.55Volt *sec

rev min 2;f rad

in* oz * 70620dyne* cm = 7 0 6 2 0 dyne* cm

in * oz amp

Kt =1-10 7 *Kv
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Applied Kt (dyne*cm
voltage amp)
5.5v 2.87e4
7.Ov 4.12e4
7.5v 4.35e4

8.5v 5.16e4



Calculating Friction

The motor exhibits friction from its bearings and from wind resistance acting on

the surface of all moving parts. Calibrating the friction coefficient is the most important

task towards an accurate hunting model because it determines hunting decay rate. At any

instant, three possible frictional forces can act on the motor: kinetic, viscous, and stiction

[8].

Stiction occurs between the interface of two surfaces at rest just when they initiate

relative motion. Since the motor model examines motor behavior at synchronous speed,

stiction does not have an effect.

Kinetic friction, or coulomb friction, is a constant retarding force between moving

surfaces in constant contact, as exhibited inside ball bearings. It is usually regarded as

independent of speed, so it is modeled as a sign function block in the Simulink model.

Viscous friction, also know as skin friction or fluid resistance, is the drag on a

moving surface due to the adhesive forces between the air molecules and the molecules

of moving surfaces. It can either be proportional to the speed of the moving surface or it

can be proportional to the square of the speed, depending on various factors such as

surface roughness, velocity, pressure gradient, and especially fluid viscosity [8].

To reduce viscous drag, the motor's moving surfaces are all smoothly polished to

maintain a laminar flow of air across it. In addition, the motor is encased in hydrogen gas

to further reduce drag because hydrogen's dynamic viscosity is 86pP, which is about half

the value of air, 171p P, both measured at 20'C [10]. Poisuielle's equation says that a

fluid's flow rate Q through a pipe is:
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Q = AP / R

where

R = 81L / rcr 4

which is a measure of the fluid flow resistance. L is the length of the pipe, r is the radius

of the pipe, AP is the pressure gradient across the pipe, and r7 is the dynamic viscosity of

the fluid. Poisuielle's equation is analogous to Ohm's law where Q is equivalent to

current, AP to voltage, and R is to resistance, so that r7 is considered the resistivity of the

fluid. Although Poisuielle's equation is derived from experiments of fluid flow rate

through a tube, its principles can still be applied to the motor, because the rate at which a

fluid flows through a tube is determined by the surface interaction of the fluid to the wall

of the tube.

Since the fluid has zero velocity at the surface of the tube, the rate at which the

fluid flows is determined by the wall surface area it touches and by its viscosity, which is

the measure of the fluid's resistance to sheering. In the motor's case, the rate at which

the rotor and flywheel spins is also determined by how much its immersion fluid, either

hydrogen or air, resists sheering along the surfaces of the rotor, stator, and flywheel.

Thus, with hydrogen as the immersion gas, the motor's viscous friction is theoretically

half compared to air.

There is no practical way to measure the viscous drag and kinetic friction acting

on the motor while it is spinning under a voltage drive. The drive voltage has constant

amplitude and there is no physical way to observe the drag angle to see how much drag

acts against drive torque, because the remanance pattern on the hystereis ring cannot be

measured.
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To observe friction at work, the drive voltage is disconnected from the motor

terminals at synchronous speed and back EMF is observed as the motor coasts down.

Since back EMF is proportional to motor speed by Kv, observing the motor's

deceleration rate directly reveals the friction force acting on the motor.

Many problems arise when observing back EMF at the motor terminals. If a load

is present across the terminals, then the back EMF will translate into a current through the

load. According to Lenz's law the condition causes the stator to produce a magnetic field

that tries to stop the motion of the rotor. This is known as back EMF braking and it may

be the dominant stopping force if the electrical load is big. Ideally, the motor terminals

should have infinite impedance in order to prevent any currents from circulating through

the stator coils.

The next problem that needs to be addressed is the digital scope's limitations.

The motor takes about 2.5 minutes to coast down, but in order to fit this much time onto

the scope's screen, its sweep speed must be slowed down. Unfortunately, the motor's

AC back EMF waveform cycles much faster than the sweep speed, causing the scope to

alias. The only important measurement needed to calculate friction is the back EMF

decay envelope, so it is practical to rectify the relatively quick AC waveform and then

low-pass filter it to get a decaying DC signal displayed on the scope.

The circuit that accommodates all these issues is shown in Figure 5. This absolute

value circuit provides a high input impedance minimize stator coil current. It full-wave

rectifies the back EMF signal into an RC filter to display the back EMF decay envelope

as the motor coasts down.
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Figure 5: Absolute value circuit with RC low-pass filter.

The scope observes the back EMF envelope from the low-pass filter output, Vlpf.

In order to find the exact voltage at the motor terminal, Vm, the gain of this circuit must

be measured. Having scope probes at both Vm and Vpf, the circuit's gain is easily

tabulated for different drive voltages in the following table.

Run Voltage V (Vpp) Vlpf(Vdc) Gain (G)
5.5 15.8 5.34 2.96
7.0 20.2 6.9 2.93
7.5 21.2 7.08 2.99
8.5 23.8 8.09 2.94

The 1uF capacitor at the output stores the charge from the rectified waveform so

that Vipfrises up to a DC value. At the same time, the 10K resistor in series with the cap

dissipates some of this charge at a rate according to its RC time constant.

T=RC= 1OK*10-6 = 0.01 sec

The filter's break point frequency is at 15.9 Hz, which is also its low pass bandwidth.

This guarantees that the scope does not have sampling errors for at least 98.3% of the

coast down frequencies. Here is why. The fully rectified wave frequency ranges from

480*2 = 960 Hz to 0 Hz. The filter attenuates 960Hz - 15.9Hz = 944 Hz of bandwidth,

which is 944/960 = 98% of the coast down frequencies.
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That took care of the scope's sampling problem. Another trade off to consider is

whether the filter's time constant is too slow that it would distort the back EMF envelope.

Since the motor takes about 150 seconds to stop from synchronous speed, and the time

constant of the filter is 0.01 seconds, it can safely be assumed that the filter will not retain

more charge than the peak value of the rectified waveform.

Once the coast down envelope is recorded onto floppy disk, the data is then

plotted in Excel to extrapolate a trend line. The trend line has a slope in terms of Vpf per

time. Multiplying this slope by the gain of the absolute value circuit, G, converts the

slope into motor back EMF, V, per time. This result can be divided by Kv to get an

acceleration rate in radians per second squared. Here are the calculations:

Trend line: Vpf / sec

(G)*Vpf / sec = V. /sec

(V, / sec) / Kv = rad / sec2 = deceleration

Multiplying this deceleration by the wheel's moment of inertia gives the drag

torque. Ten runs for each run voltage were performed to get the averages listed below.

Run LPF Slope EMF Decel. Drag
voltage (Vpf / sec) Slope (1 / sec2) Torque

( V_ (/sec) (dyne cm)
5.5 0.0148 0.0439 1.219 914
7.0 0.0279 0.0822 1.589 1192
7.5 0.0266 0.0796 1.604 1203
8.5 0.0338 0.0985 1.519 1140

The drag torque should be independent of run voltage because it represents the

wind and bearing resistances inside the motor. These mechanical drag factors have no

electrical dependencies when the motor coasts down. The drag torque for the 5.5v run

deviates drastically from the other runs because the hysteresis ring has less remanence
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when driven at 5.5v and so perhaps there is less hysteresis braking as the motor coasts

down.

A typical coast down back EMF waveform is plotted in Figure 6. The thick gray

line shows the actual voltage measured at the Vlpf end of the absolute value circuit.

LPF Vbltage of Absolute Value Circuit as Motor Coasts
Down

5

VIPf

Trendline
4-

aM

y = -0.0352x + 5.695

0
0 50 100 150 200

Time (sec)

Figure 6: Typical chart of the low-pass filtered signal from absolute -value circuit as motor coasts
down. The straight Trarxdline suggests the friction force on the motor is pre domrinately
independent of speed.

The dark linear trend-line drawn by Excel shows that the motor speed decreases linearly

with time. This indicates that kinetic friction, constant and independent of speed, is the

dominant drag force on the motor. Viscous drag shows a hint of presence at high motor

speed as the Vigj graph curves slightly beneath the trend-line. If viscous drag were the

dominant friction on the motor, the graph in Figure 6 would look exponential. A classic

damping block, hunt damp, was included in the Simulink model in Figure 3 for

completeness. However, its effective value is orders of magnitude smaller than the

constant drag term, friction, because its input does not receive the additional 240*7t*2

constant that thefriction term gets.
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Measuring Inductance and Resistance of Winding

A bridge was used to measure the winding inductance to be 2.5mH and the

resistance to be 6Q.

Calculating Hunt Damp

There is no easier way to arrive at the hunt damping value except to run the

simulation and adjust the coefficient so that the hunting decay matches lab

measurements.
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Figure 7: Schematic of drive circuit. The HPF contributes a +45
degrees shift while the LPF contributes a -45 degrees shift at
480Hz. A net shift of 90 degrees difference between Phase A and
Phase B. A dual channel audio Power amplifier provides the current
boost for the two phases.

Motor Drive Circuit

The hysteresis motor requires two 480Hz sinusoidal inputs that are 90 degrees out

of phase. By implementing a first-order LPF and a first-order HPF with break frequencies

at 480Hz, it was possible to obtain a 45 degrees lag from the LPF and a 45 degrees lead

from the HPF at 480Hz. The schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 6. The HPF is

actually a bandpass filter, but it is referred to as a HPF because it exhibits high pass

behavior at 480Hz.

Analysis starts by first calculating the capacitor value for the LPF, C3. The

transfer function for the LPF is:

- 30kVout 4.2k
Vin 30k*C3*s+1

Setting the LPF pole at 480Hz,

C3= =1lnF
30K * 480 * 2;r
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The variable resistor with value 4.2k is used to adjust the DC gain of the LPF so that at

480Hz, its gain can match that of the HPF without affecting phase shift.

The transfer function for the HPF is:

Vout 30k(llk *C1*s+1)
Vin (30k * C2* s +1)(1OM * C1* s +l0k)

Setting the zero at 480hz and then setting the two poles an order of magnitudes from

480hz should yield a 45 degrees lead at 480Hz.

C1= =30nF
30k * 480* 2;r

The pole by C] must be checked to see if it is far enough from 480Hz to prevent

excessive phase lag at the motor drive frequency.

10k
Cpole= =5.3kHz

1OM*3OnF*2;r

which is far enough away from 480Hz. Lastly, setting C2 so that it is far enough away

from the first pole, but also not too far that high noise frequencies interfere with the

circuit. Picking the pole to be at 4800Hz, an order of magnitude away from 480Hz gives:

C2 = = 1. lnF
30k * 4800 * 2;r

The bode plot for the circuit with the cap values just calculated is shown in Figure 8. At

480Hz, the amplitude of phase A and phase B are about the same while their phase

difference is about 90 degrees.
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Figure 8: Bode plot of LPF and HPF.
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